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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
THE END OF AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN WORLD DOMINATION
A Chinese Feng Yun 1C polar orbit weather satellite
was destroyed by an anti-satellite system launched
from or near China's Xichang Space Centre on
January 11th according to the magazine American
Aviation Week and Space Technology. While the
technology is not new, it underlines the growing
capabilities of China's armed forces. Japan has

expressed
Australia.

concern,

as

have

the

US

and

Here is what our Beloved Prophet said
regarding this matter today:
This is the beginning of a new era. Until now the Western world and especially the only remaining
superpower, America, was able to dominate the whole world using satellites to pinpoint other countries’
defense systems and guide missiles to destroy all communication, power, and headquarters systems. They
did it in Yugoslavia and more recently in Iraq with a shocking imperialist pride and pretension to impose
their values, abusing this technical superiority.
As well there are rules and international laws defining territorial airspaces, the same rules should be created
for satellites. The sky over a nation should be considered national air space, not only in the atmosphere
where airplanes are not allowed to fly without authorization, but also stratospheric space where satellites
can spy and prepare, perform and guide aggressions against other countries.
It is time to enlarge the definition of airspace and violations of it like a few years ago when "national
waters" were extended into the oceans.
Every military satellite spying in the sky of a sovereign nation should be forbidden, and each civilian satellite
designed to fly over another country should get this nation’s authorization after being properly inspected to
make sure that no civilian telecommunications satellite hides military devices...
This happened in the past where civilian aircrafts were equipped with military spying devices and you bet
that the same will happen with satellites.
Every sovereign nation should also have the right to shut down any foreign satellite flying over its airspace
or "illuminating" its air space using this wonderful new Chinese technology. It is time to end the US and
Western World's airspace domination.
Let’s hope that the Chinese will provide to all dominated or threatened countries of the world this great
non-violent defense technology, destroying equipment which is used to kill innocent civilians in bombings
which are never "surgical" and kill and cripple scores of civilians which are poetically called collateral
damage. All poor countries should get it, in Africa, South America, and all places which are threatened by
the only remaining technical domination of the western rich world.
Of course dominant countries protest China’s success as they wish to keep
their advantage to dominate the World. They protest against what? Against
a successful technical achievement when the Chinese destroyed one of
their old satellites... They didn’t attack anybody, just destroyed something
belonging to them! And all the imperialist powers protest! Their funny
protest is just about protesting the fact that ex-colonized countries can
destroy the domination of the imperialist powers. The imperialist mentality
at its worst... In other words "advanced scientific technology helping us to
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dominate the world should be our exclusivity"...But it’s nothing new: the US with 10,000 nuclear war heads
each of them a 1,000 times more powerful than Hiroshima are worried when Iran or North Korea may be
able to get only one... They should start to destroy their nuclear arsenal, and then they would be entitled to
prevent others to get any.
Same with the satellites: the US has thousands of spying and military satellites but they are afraid that
others will get them and especially afraid that China was successfully able to destroy one... Did you say
double standard?
Peace in the world will only be possible if all nations destroy their weaponries and national armies. If not we
are on the way to self-destruction...The clock is now 5 minutes to midnight...

THE OFFICIAL RAELIAN SYMBOL GETS ITS SWASTIKA BACK
Germany is head of the European Union for a few more months and they are trying to make the swastika
fully banned in the whole of Europe as it is already so in Germany. It is time for us to rehabilitate this
peaceful symbol. Our Beloved Prophet is asking all Raelians to revert to the original symbol (
except in Israel) and to associate with Hindus and Buddhist organizations in order to educate people about
the true spiritual origin of the swastika.
Here is the press release that has been issued this week:
After 15 years of wearing a medallion without the original swastika when traveling to Europe and
America, RAEL, founder and leader of the Raelian Movement, has decided to make the original
symbol, the Star of David intertwined with a Swastika, the only official symbol of the Raelian
Movement worldwide.
Out of respect for the Jewish people who may feel hurt seeing the Swastika associated with the Star
of David in the original symbol, RAEL agreed 15 years ago to remove the Swastika and replace it with
a swirling galaxy for the Raelian Movements in Europe and America. However, this courteous gesture
has not helped to educate people to discover that this symbol is the symbol of the Scientists
who created us, the symbol that has been given to every one of their Messengers, which explains
why we find it on every continent, usually associated with spiritual and peaceful groups.
The Swastika has been a symbol of peace for millions of Hindus and Buddhists and for Raelians as
well, as it is their symbol of infinity in time, their symbol of eternity.
Today, in order to redeem themselves for past horrible discriminations done under a flag showing
this symbol, German authorities are about to discriminate again by telling Hindus, Buddhists, Raelians
and all other groups who have been using this symbol (some for centuries), that the representation
of their beliefs is not welcomed in Europe!
Banning cannot solve anything; education is the only way. European children should be taught at
school about the beauty of this 5,000 year old symbol of peace, instead of it always being referred to
as used by the Nazis.
The word swastika, derived from the Sanskrit "svastika", means "good to be". In Indo-European
culture, it was a mark made on people or objects to give them good luck. If one looks at a map in
Japan, every Buddhist temple location is marked by a swastika, like crosses are sometimes used to
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show churches on European maps. How would Christians feel if they were told, landing in Tokyo, that
wearing the cross is illegal because it is a torture symbol? They would certainly complain at every
level and make sure their cross is respected.
Raelians of the world are now joining forces with Hindus and Buddhists in order to educate the rest
of the population about the true history of the swastika and to make sure that their symbol is forever
respected.
The site www.proswastika.org has just been created, make sure you promote it everywhere !! J

ABOUT GLOBAL WARMING
As you must have read, the famous clock that announces the end of
the world has advanced again, on a scale of 24hr, we are five
minutes from total destruction. There are scientists in an institute in
Chicago which evaluate the various parameters which can lead us to
destruction and their conclusions unfortunately join those of our
Beloved Prophet.
However in their analysis, they include the very media-related "global
warming" and many of you have already asked questions on this
subject. Is Global warming real and if so is it a real danger?

Here is what our Beloved Prophet said this week about the subject:
Fortunately the doomsday clock does not only take global warming into account, it takes the dangers
of nuclear weapons much more into consideration. It is the only danger which counts for us because
global warming is not worrisome at all and would rather be a good thing. An article said recently:
"England knew the hottest year since 1625 “ (not sure of the date)... that means that in 1625 the
weather had also been hot... whereas there were obviously neither cars nor industries... And Allan
pointed out to me that recently under a glacier which shrunk in the Alps, one found... very old traces
of agriculture going back to well before cars! The real danger would be a cooling of the planet...
More heat = More water = More life... not necessarily the same life and at the same place but overall
more.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
Press release sent in France this week…

ARE WE TOLERANT?
It is easy to believe that we are tolerant, but are we really?

In order to fight intolerance and discrimination in the particularly hypocritical French-speaking
countries of Europe and of Quebec, since everyone says they are very tolerant, but "not for the
sects/cults" by claiming that "it is not the same"... Raël, spiritual leader of the Raëlian Movement,
launched the idea to help people become aware of their level of intolerance...
It is healthy for society to make it possible for each one to realize that their "unconscious mental
practices" are only the result of social conditioning largely fueled by lobbying partisans and a
mercantile press, and thus allow each one to find their position on the scale of "intolerance" and to
correct their "opinions" and place themselves in conformity with Human rights.
To learn how to think by "oneself", to liberate oneself of "the influence of the generally accepted
ideas" by taking a step of personal reflection, while questioning one’s prejudices, while getting
information actively, is undeniable progress.
To help, the Raëlian Movement launches a large opinion poll, on the Internet and in the streets,
entitled: "Are you intolerant? Test your own level of intolerance ".
•

Would you accept it if a synagogue, a mosque, a homosexual bar, a temple of Jehovah’s
Witnesses, a temple of the Church of Scientology or a Raëlian conference room was built
close to your home?

•

Would you accept it, if your best friend’s wife was Black? Arabic? A Jew? A Muslim?
Homosexual? A Jehovah’s Witnesses member? A member of the Church of Scientology?
Raëlian?

•

Would you accept it if your best friend revealed to you that he/she was: Homosexual?
Muslim? Jew? Homosexual? Jehovah’s Witness? Scientologist? Raëlian?

•

Would you accept it if your best friend became: Muslim? Jew? Homosexual? Witness of
Jehovah? Scientologist? Raëlien?

•

If one day you have a child, would you accept it if he/she becomes: Muslim? Jew?
Homosexual? Jehovah’s Witness? Raëlian?

•

Do you know the article of the Universal Declaration of Human rights that says that "all
human beings have the right to practice the religion of their choice with dignity and respect
of others"?
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•

Do you know the following article of the same Human rights chart that says that "all human
beings have the right to make people aware of the religion of their choice"?

•

Do you think that France does not respect these two articles of the charter of Human rights?

•

Do you find it unfair that France uses tax money from the 5 million French members of
religious minority communities called sects/cults to finance the ADEFI which fights against
these same religious minorities?

•

Do you find it abnormal that French deputies, members of the MIVILUDES condemn certain
religious minorities because their children do not know Zidane, whereas they don’t say
anything about the thousands of Jewish and Muslim babies who are sexually mutilated each
day in France by circumcision?

That’s 37 questions. Add 1 point for each positive answer.
If you have 37points you are an example of tolerance,
-35 to 36 points you are relatively intolerant,
-34 to 35 you are intolerant.
If you are below 34 you are completely intolerant and do not deserve to live in a country that cosigned the Universal Declaration of Human rights.
Buy a plane ticket quickly and emigrate to Saudi Arabia!
Interesting don’t you think? J

Communiqué envoyé en Suisse

Raël is of “public interest” J
Standpoint of the Swiss Raelian Movement on the laws of application of the provisions
connected with the church of the Vaud County constitution of 2003
The Adviser of State Jean-Claude Mermoud not having hesitated to make rightful the scandalous principle of
the “double standard”, the debate of the “Grand Conseil” was also sadly revealing of the most over-used
prejudices towards the Raelian Movement, quoted in stupidly ostracizing terms. This is why, concerned with
transparency and a defense of its legitimate interests, and in order to clarify the real degree of tolerance
and equity of the executive of Vaud, the Raelian Swiss Movement (RSM) announces with anticipation its
intention to require the statute of institution of public interest within the meaning of the article 171 of the
Constitution of Vaud.
Thus as a religious community, we will be able to benefit from the recognition of the State and the
associated special fiscal advantages. In view of the current religious intolerance, we invite all the citizens
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who are passionate about justice, as well as the media, to follow closely the result which will be reserved to
this approach.
The new law if it is promoted, states that to be recognized as public utility, in addition to being established
in the rural county, it will be necessary to show a certain number of characteristics like equality between
men and women which goes without saying in the Raelian Movement but which is far from being
established in the catholic church which however obtains the “de facto statute”.
It will also be necessary to show the part played by the community on a social, religious and cultural level.
Whereas traditional churches get emptier, femininity cafes animated by Raelians as well as Raelian seminars
get filled up!
The law however allows for liberal distribution to the institutions connected with the Protestant church and
the Catholic Church, the financial manna taken by the State from all the taxpayers pockets, including
citizens who are free thinkers and those who confess belonging to other religious memberships, which is the
case of the Raelians!
The Vaud people are thirsty for a spirituality adapted to their time and this is why the Raelian Movement
will continue to propose a new philosophy, about the human being’s origin, its nature, its place in the
universe and its future, in sync with the most recent scientific discoveries and in resonance with the stakes
of modernity.
Some of the old institutions which profess a god who does not exist drag along a heavy criminal past made
of violent religious absolutism, fatal crusades, the Inquisition, discrimination, sexual repression, but also and
today still, sexual abuse and sexual mutilation!!
Circumcision and excision are barbarisms resulting from the belief in a god.
The Raelian Movement teaches and practices non-violence in an absolute way. It supports technological
progress which will make it possible for all to live better and longer, and helps repair the abuses perpetrated
in the name of god in the physical as well as the mental level.
Its public interest is easy to show and even if it displeases Jean-Marc Chollet of the UDC who worries that
"the minorities ruin the life of the majorities", he has not heard the last of it from us...

Our Beloved Prophet has also sent his support to Deeyah, a famous pop singer who was brought up
in a Muslim family in Norway. Now she lives in the U.S.A. She is fighting for freedom of expression,
freedom of speech in opposition to fanatic Muslims!!!! The Muslim Madonna:-))))You may see her
here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dSR-bXDVU7Y&NR
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NEWS FROM THE RAELIAN PLANET
LAS VEGAS

We promised more news about the Las Vegas Porn convention last week, here it is from Marina and Lara
the two busy bees who had fun organizing the whole thing and much more to come…
Normally what happens in Vegas
Stays in Vegas… But over the 10th 13th of January in Sin city, 10 local
Raelians where spreading the word
to ADOPT A CLITORIS over these 4
days to a constant flow of people,
from the Adult Entertainment
Industry, their Fans, their Press, the
talent and much more!
And NO One wants to keep this a
Vegas Secret!!!!
The Sex industry is notorious for
being very generous and indeed
they donated first and foremost our
booth at the EXPO worth $3,000!!!
And we collected $3,200. for the
Pleasure Hospital!!! Sooo many
where touched when realizing that the stunning and smile educing quote on our T-Shirts, “Adopt A
Clitoris” (thanks to Our Beloved Prophet;-) was more than just a source of getting reactions, because
when people listened to what was behind it their levels of compassion struck deep! We sold 100 TShirts with the quote “Adopt a Clitoris”, with of course the web link on the back! Oh yes and we gave
away 5,000 Clitoraid Fliers and even ran out on the last day!!!
Between the team we did about 15 or more Radio, Internet, TV and Magazine interviews, met soooo
many influential people in the SEX industry who passionately wish to support Clitoraid, from Porn
Producers, directors, lawyers, writers, Doctors and head of quite some companies, big and small, a
few Porn Stars themselves and even one
who wishes to represent Clitoraid!
The Majority of the contacts we had
wished to have Clitoraid linked to their
Websites, as well as a few porn
companies asked to have a short
advertisement on their up coming DVDs
or printed on their DVD cover… A few
companies
are
even
considering
donating a percentage of their yearly
income to help our African sisters!
We not only received Cash and
Interviews, but many companies where
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visited in the expo by our Sexy Clitoraid Representatives and got the impulse to offer us Sex Toys,
Books, DVDs, and more for the raffle we will have at Our First of a series of Clitoraid Benefits here in
Vegas!!! So if you’re finally getting an idea on how much fun we are having in Sin City we’d advise
you to stop on by February 7th for a tantalizing night at the Biggest Local Gay Lesbian nightclub in
Las Vegas! J
We all had I’m sure a number of unique experiences within this Unique industry, full of open-minded
people! Among the Glow in the Dark Dildos, Graphic 3D Porn, Bondage and almost naked triple D
size Breasts popping out every few feet…. Haaaaaaaaa, Yes, among all that we found 2 potential
Raelian Diamonds!
Hmmmmm, a success indeed!!!!!!
Love from All in Sin CityJ
On the same weekend, the Vancouver team was doing the same at a local Sex Show and the wonderful
team raised 1,670$ for the two days they were there. Peter Van Bakel was the one who initiated and
organised everything

FANTASTIC

!!!

Congratulations

to

all!!
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IN KAMA….
I forgot to mention the new nominations during the Seminars of Kama in Ouagadougou:
The new Trainee Guides:
Rufine CHISSO, from Congo M’foa;
Philippe, BEOGO, from Burkina Faso;
David PODA, from Burkina Faso
Some Guides were also newly nominated National Guides
BURKINA FASO: Yael
CABINDA: Woukoussa
GUINEE EQUATORIALE:Lepa L’Amour (from Gabon)
NIGER: Dabal
DRC: Mengobi
RWANDA: Harmony (from Ivory Coast)

Here are the words of a new song that X-Ciel should record soon and that he offered during the last
seminar... our Beloved Prophet liked these words particularly: "Sous France ( under France) = Souffrance (
suffering)"... Ouch!! That one will hurt!
"AFRICA TO AFRICANS"
Release yeah, release my continent
Liberate yeah, release Africa now
Country of Human rights, of freedom
Country of equality, Fraternity
Under the pretext of protecting its nationals
France invaded my country with impunity
No, we do not want the French Army any more on our territory
No, we do not want to see your military troops any more on our grounds
There are many more African immigrants in Paris
Than French immigrants in Africa
If reciprocity can be respected, in the event of riots, would you accept
That the African armies would protect their Nationals in France
No, we do not want the French Army any more on our territory
No, we do not want to see your military troops any more on our grounds
FrenchAfrica is finished
Under France it is suffering
And Africa wants to be united
We say NO to these old colonialist reflexes
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Imperialists and racists
We aspire now to a real independence
No, we do not want the French Army any more on our territory
No, we do not want to see your military troops any more on our grounds
It is dictatorship of superiority complex
Africa to Africans
Text inspired by a speech from the Prophet RAEL
Songwriter, artist, X-Ciël

NEW NATIONAL GUIDES IN ASIA
China: Sang Yuel Choi "Ruby", Korean Bishop Guide, is now National Guide of China succeeding Yoshihiko
Tokairin "Eye".
Myanmar: Tadao Usuzaka of Japan, former National Guide of Hong Kong, is now National Guide of
Myanmar succeeding Noriyuki Kazama.
Cambodia: Sylvain Mayrand of Canada, is now National Guide of Cambodia succeeding Ki Tae Lee
"Monariza" of Korea.
Hong Kong: is now an integral part of the Chinese Raelian Movement.

SEMINARS
The Australian Seminars are starting today in a
beautiful resort in Byron Bay. The next one, as you
know will be in the US, in Palm Springs, California,
from June 24th to July 1st.
You may already register on rael.org and reserve
your room in a unique location:
http://www.wyndham.com/hotels/PSPPS/main.wnt

Hotel reservations can be made by calling Wyndham
central 1-800-996-3426 or the Wyndham Palm
Springs directly at 760-322-6000 - ask for
reservations and identify yourself as part of the
Raelian Group to get the special room rates.
As for the seminar registration form itself you can
access it by going to www.rael.org (seminar –
America) or directly by going to this link:
http://www.rael.org/e107_plugins/raelseminar_menu/ra
elseminar.php?c=4

Hope to see you in Palm Springs in June for another greatly anticipated seminar with Rael!
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